
It’s all about how you frame stuff



Home is a complicated sort of notion.
A web of dreams in which

We write subconscious destinies,
Leave signs for our future selves.

 

A meandering trail of nostalgia,
A code that only we can understand,
A complicated, 
Self obsessed,
Treasure hunt for the childhood

Now gone.

Self indulgent 
Dreaming of what was

Hides the keys 

To what will be.



I Sleep but I Don’t Dream  
so I Pretend to in Case it Helps



Peanut Butter 
Sandwiches,

No jelly, 
Maybe a drizzle of honey
And thinly sliced bananas.

A sticky mess that coats
The bottom of the tupperware.

The square one with the blue lid.

The gray minivan
Crusty with august heat,

And damp shoes,
Mud,
Peanut butter.

The thick smell off the AC.
Crumbs in the crevices of the seats

Like ants in a line
Forgotten raisins 
And  
Shards of goldfish.

Now I eat it dry 
peanut 

butter 
too thick

On bread not 
soft enough.

The kind that 
they label 

artisan
And put in a

paper bag. 

It has holes 
Imperfect impressions of yeast Imperfect    Imperfect   Imperfect

It coats my mouth 
Dry and grainy
Back of my throat tight.

Hot sun on the pavement
Where she crouches to read

Tangles of blond
And fall wind
Two O’clock hair, 

Wild and slowly slipping free
Of the hair ties pink and green. 



I think of you,
That I’ve never met
And her I’ll never meet again.
I wonder if you’d like her 

me. 

I try to call up the sunshine of your smiles 
that I keep imagining

And hers
Be her again
holding sunshine in my hand
And on the pages of the book,
Sweet like the honey
At the bottom of the tupperware,

The square one with the blue lid

To lay with me 
On the cool 
floor
Time dripping 
away at a
comfortingly,
inconsistent 
pace.



Milkweed Memories



Pressing 
our little thumbs into
Milkweed pods
Breaking the soft shells 
Twisting the soft threads 
Between our fingers
With Wonder

Soft as fairy wings

Such a rare find
Sell it for a bushel of pinecones
Or a few mudpies
Dusted elegantly 
with crushed brick dust

A fine red power 
Outlawed 
Because of the little clumsy fingers
So often Bruised
in it’s manufacturing 

So we sat with the 

Air of drug dealers
Keeping watch for teachers
As the younger children 
Squated hunched
Grinding bricks 
against stone
To make those prized 
Piles of dust

A whole complex operation 

We stored it in plastic bags
And empty soda bottles
The trash was 
an even greater prize 
Than the milkweed pods

In the village 
in the bushes under 
The big pine tree
We reigned 

Our own tiny city
A system plagued with
Warring factions, class distinctions, gender roles,  
corruption, nepotism and an ever shifting economy 

Because what is recess for
If not to unintentionally  Play out 

all the things 
they want to shield us from



She Takes Her Time



When my grandmother died
We left her ashes in  

the top dresser drawer
In the cottage

Every summer when we arrived
We would check the drawer
Just to make 
sure the blue 
flowered box
was still there

For five years
She stayed
in that dresser
patiently

Then we took 
her 

And we 
dropped her in

No scattering
The box didn’t 

open
My aunt

had been 
afraid

the ashes
Might blow 

back
Into her face

Like a last
Karmic gesture  

So they sealed her in tight
Consequently that aunt wasn’t invited to this occasion

to the sea
Chartered a boat to the island
by the bell buoy



We said a few words
There was a shroud

And then a little plop, 
And we watched, 
And we followed 

as it bobbed along
Heading towards land

It needs to sink
Said the 
captain
And so thus we 
motored along
Waiting
It was one of 
those things
That was  
going on
A little bit  
too long

To be frank
It was getting 

awkward

we were all 
wondering
If we were  
gonna have to
Prod the 
stubborn thing
With the  
boat hook

But then it went under
Just took it’s time

Not unlike my grandmother

Who to everyone’s annoyance
Like to take her time

And have a long chat
With the grocery store cashier

She never could quite tell
When it was time to make a graceful exit

Bless her heart
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